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Assessment &
Standardized Tests

On the purpose of testing:
l The purpose of testing is to SAMPLE a testtaker’s knowledge about a given topic. It is

typically not intended to measure ALL of the testtaker’s knowledge.
l The results of the test are intended to assist us in

making inferences BEYOND that of the specific
test.
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Assessment
l Comes in many forms including informal

questioning in the classroom.
l It is important to choose the most appropriate

method of assessment to measure the topic at
hand
l Ultimately, the purpose of assessment is to assist

students in attaining learning goals.

What are objectives good for?
l Have a master plan, a “roadmap”
l Top Down planning
l Broad objectives for class
l Objectives for large units
l Specific behavioral objectives

l Ensure assessment at all levels of knowing
l Bloom’s Taxonomy
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Bloom’s Taxonomy

Bloom’s Taxonomy provides a useful way of describing
the complexity of a cognitive objective by classifying it
into one of six hierarchical categories ranging from the
most simple to the most complex.

2 Building Blocks of Assessment:
l Reliability -The consistency of assessment results
l Validity - The extent to which an assessment

instrument measures what it is supposed to
measure

Reliability is a necessary but not sufficient condition
for validity.
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The 2 Building Blocks of Assessment
Reliability
The extent to which the assessment instrument
yields consistent results for each student
l

How much are students’ scores affected by temporary
conditions unrelated to the characteristic being measured
(test-retest reliability)

l

Do different parts of a single assessment instrument lead
to similar conclusions about a student ’s achievement
(internal consistency reliability)

l

Do different people score students’ performance similarly
(scorer reliability)?

The 2 Building Blocks of Assessment
Validity
The extent to which an assessment instrument
measures what it is supposed to measure
l Does the assessment tap into a representative sample of

the content domain being assessed (content validity)
l Does the instrument measure a particular psychological or

educational characteristic (construct validity)
l Do students’ scores predict their success on a later task

(predictive validity)
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Traditional vs. Authentic Assessment
Traditional -- measuring basic knowledge & skills
l Spelling test
l Math word problems
l Physical fitness tests

Authentic -- measuring skills in a “ real-life” context
l Develop a school newspaper
l Build a model city
l Present a persuasive argument
l Portfolios

Advantages of Authentic Assessment
l Motivation increases
l Teach to “ real life”
l Assessment and educational product are

the same

l External validity
l Utilize energy
l Student understanding of their work

increases

l Tap higher level thinking & problem solving
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Disadvantages of Authentic Assessment
l Often contrived assessments
l Increased cost, material
l Increased time
l More difficult to score reliably
l Capture only a small part of academic achievement
l More things to consider for classroom management

and planning

Performance Assessment
Developing a good RUBRIC is the
key to having a quality
performance assessment!
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Scoring Rubrics
lShare with students beforehand
lBreak them into meaningful facets/subscales related

to learning objectives
lWeight each facet/subscale according to instructional

emphasis & desired outcomes
lClearly define score points throughout the scale
lBe able to clearly describe projects that vary from poor

to excellent

True false items
l Benefits:
l Can quickly assess a
bunch of
objectives/efficient
l Easy to score

l Disadvantages:
l 50% of items correct

by random chance
l Limited amount of

info gained
l Emphasizes rote

memorization
without
understanding
l Low diagnostic
capability
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How to write GOOD T/F items
l

Attempt to test something other than rote memorization

l

Avoid specific determiners – words that give away the answer
l E.g. always or never, impossible

l

Make each statement UNEQUIVOCALLY true or false- no room for
argument or interpretation

l

NO double-barreled items---unless the item is intended to show a
cause and effect relationship the item should contain only one idea

How to write GOOD T/F items
l If an opinion is used it should be attributed to someone
l One strategy is to create a list of true statements from

the material and then convert approximately half of them
to false statements
l True and False statements should be approximately the

same length (true statements may tend to be longer-qualifiers)
l Avoid ambiguous terms or statements
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Creating Matching Items
l Use homogenous material (e.g., famous tennis players)
l Include unequal number of responses and premises &

responses may be used more than once

Matching Items
l Advantages
l Compact form/measure a lot at one time.
l Ease of construction (for the most part)
l Disadvantages
l Restricted to factual information
l Difficulty of finding homogenous material
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A brief introduction to multiple-choice test
construction
l Why would you use a multiple-choice type item?
l What are the pros and cons to this type of item?
l What makes a good multiple-choice item?

“Best Buy”
l Multiple Choice Item Format provides a “Best
Buy” for
l Content coverage
l Administration
l Scoring
l Reliability
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Item Writing Rules-Why Worry?
l An item containing a flaw that directs any examinee to the

correct answer who otherwise would NOT know the
answer is invalid
l If an item is answered correctly, but for the wrong reason,

it is not measuring the outcome it was intended to
measure
l Flawed items provide an advantage to test-wise students

Multiple Choice Items
Rules for Writing Stems
l The stem should present a single self-contained

question, problem, or idea
l State the problem as simply and clearly as

possible (avoid excess verbiage and window
dressing)
l The stem should contain as much as the item’s

content as possible
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Writing GOOD multiple-choice
questions:
l

Attempt to test something other than rote memorization

l

Avoid specific determiners– words that give away the answer (like a,
an, his or her, etc.)

l

e.g. EDP 304 is an:
A. Semester of Laughs
B. Terrific Time
C. Terribly Good Time
D. Absolute abomination

Writing GOOD multiple-choice
questions:
l Be clear in the stem what you are looking for
l Not:
l Christopher Columbus was: ….
l (what? Male? A guy who lived long ago?

Adventurer? Smallpox carrier?)
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Writing GOOD multiple-choice
questions:
l Be careful using “all of the above” as an option– this is

often a specific determiner
l Using “none of the above” may increase the level of

knowing and difficulty
l Make sure the answer is clearly defensible

Constructing Multiple-Choice Items:
1. Ensure the ONE answer is clearly the best
2. The question should not typically be answerable
without studying the material
3. Avoid giving the answer away in the question or
in the remainder of the test
4. Create items that measure knowledge at all levels
5. Work on your distracters--they make all the
difference!
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Purpose of Grading
l Grading is often used to serve multiple purposes:
l Administrative purpose of evaluating students and ranking
l Educational purpose of assessing learning and progress

toward class objectives
l Some people also view grades as motivators

Two Approaches to Testing
Norm-Referenced
l Performance based upon
comparison with other
individuals
l Typical on standardized
tests
l Looking from
discrimination among
individuals

Criterion-Referenced
l Performance based upon
meeting specified goals or
criteria
l Typical on teacher
constructed tests
l Intended to measure
mastery in an area
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3 Options for Grading Systems
l Relative grading (norm-referenced) --

performance in relation to other group
members
l Absolute grading (criterion-

referenced/mastery) -- performance in
relation to specified standards
l Improvement/ability grading -- performance

in relation to some determined baseline or
starting point

Let’s think about curving for a minute
l

Aside from all the other issues around norm-referenced
testing, curving should be avoided in education. Consider the
following examples:
l In Oklahoma they created a state-wide exit exam for high
school students, and set a criterion of 65% to pass and
graduate. Only 30% passed. They “ curved” and moved the
criterion lower.
l In some college classes the average test score might be
40% correct. An “ A” might be given for getting half of the
items correct.
l Now curving is happening with whole states under No Child
Left Behind.
l What are the messages here?
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What to consider with your Test Items
l Overall percent correct or percent attaining

mastery
l Effectiveness of your distracters (for multiple

choice items)
l Item Discrimination - the degree to which

items discriminate between pupils with high
and low achievement

Figuring Item Discrimination

# getting the item correct
(Upper Group)

# getting the item correct
(Lower Group)

The total # of students per group
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What do you know about
Standardized Tests?
l What is your general impression of

standardized tests (1 to 10; 10 being positive)?

l From whom do you get most of your

information about tests?

l Is there a purpose for standardized tests?
l How does one receive a score on a

standardized test?
l What is your opinion of the “high stakes”

testing movement & No Child Left Behind?

Functions of Standardized Tests
l Student Assessment
l Diagnosis
l Placement and Selection
l Accountability
l Predictive Validity
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3 Kinds of Standardized Tests
l Aptitude/IQ

Stanford-Binet; Wechsler; Raven’s
l Norm-referenced achievement tests

ITBS; CAT, GRE, Stanford Ach. Test
l Criterion-referenced achievement tests

CRCT

A Graphic Explanation of Stanines
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Questions about Intelligence
l What is the primary difference between achievement

and intelligence tests?
l There are different purposes for giving achievement

and intelligence tests. What are they?
l How is IQ determined?
l Can IQ change over time?

Bell Curve for Wechsler Intelligence Test
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